
How To Decorate Denim Jackets, Jeans And
Shirst? Tips From A Custom Patch Maker in
Houston, TX

Custom Patches

Embroidered patches used to to decorate

denim jackets, jeans, shirts, and bags.

Patches can be iron on / sew on. One can

add iron on patches using a home iron.

HOUSTON, TX, UNITED STATES,

December 22, 2021 /

EINPresswire.com/ -- Wondering what

a custom patch can do to one’s

clothing style, then it is a good time to

sew a patch into ordinary clothes.

Custom patches have become the

styling option of the decade. They can

adorn plain clothes and raise the promotional stakes of clothing brands. Channeling the

embellishments of patches into the clothes requires one to burst the bubbles of ideas and come

out with some creativity. There are multiple ways to attach a patch into a cloth piece. All clothes

We help our customers to

design their logos. If you

need a custom embroidered

patch just for your own use;

we can help you. Just send

us your logo or idea; then

we will create a sample for

you.”
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can include patches, but some provide premium

placements to patches to blend in and contribute to the

glamour of the clothes.

Following are some garments that can host patches. So let

Houston Embroidery Service lists tips to incorporate

embroidered patches into these clothing articles.

Denim Jackets

Denim jackets are the most loved clothing product. Those

jackets and embroidered patches can create an

outstanding hybrid outfit. Everybody has one stack under

the pile of clothes in their wardrobe. People are reluctant

to wear it because either it has sustained damage through stains or looks bland and dull.

Embroidered Patches for jackets can add those missing details to one’s denim jacket, turning it

into the trendy jacket one always wanted. There are numerous places on the jacket to add

patches. Sleeves, pockets, and backs are excellent locations for custom patches. Iron on patches

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://houstonembroideryservice.com/single-custom-patches/


Custom Embroidered Patches

Houston Embroidery Service

and sew on patches both are good for

a denim jacket..

Denim Jeans

Another denim article that can

embrace embroidered patches

elegantly is the jeans. Those old,

ripped, faded jeans in one’s cupboard

can finally have their moment of glory.

One can add patches to pockets,

knees, or ripped parts. There are no

complex rules to modify a pair of

denim jeans. One can use their

imagination to do so. Google can help

to get new ideas. It is not possible to

sew a patch on a pair of jeans, so the

only available option to attach a patch

on this garment is iron on backing. Iron

on patches are trendy nowadays. How

to apply iron on patches? The following

URL can help:

https://houstonembroideryservice.com

/custom-iron-on-patches/

Golf Shirts

Golf tees are one of the most delicate clothing articles to introduce Embroidered patches. There

is a lot of room available on these simple golf tees. However, one needs to be prudent and does

not overwhelm the comfort and simplicity of a basic golf tee. The upper left chest is the ideal

placement to put a patch. Most brands put their branded logos on this location. Sew on patches

and iron on patches; both are suitable for a Golf shirt. A sewing service provider can sew a patch

on a golf shirt easily. Women (who know basic sewing) can also sew a patch; she does not need

to be a professional tailor. Whereas iron on patches are applied with a dry home iron.

Golf Bags / Laptop Bags

Patches do not limit their charm to clothes. They add grace to casual bags and backpacks.

Whether one has leather bags, golf bags, or laptop bags, patches can never fail to transform

them into modish and chic masterpieces. The kind of patch one chooses for their clothes and

accessories depicts their personality. So, it is time to shine by exhibiting one’s nature and

character. One can opt for the favorite band, sports team, or a fictional character. The next step

is to find an experienced patch maker to get the custom patches made. Sewing a patch on a bag

depends on the bag size, type, and material. Some bags need a special sewing machine (high

post sewing machine).

About Houston Embroidery Service

An embroidery company that makes all kinds of custom patches like custom embroidered

https://houstonembroideryservice.com/custom-iron-on-patches/
https://houstonembroideryservice.com/custom-iron-on-patches/
https://houstonembroideryservice.com/custom-embroidered-patches/


patches, custom iron on patches, custom velcro patches, and custom leather patches. This

company was established in 2009 in Houston, TX.

Learn more about Houston Embroidery Service: https://houstonembroideryservice.com/
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Houston Embroidery Service
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